The Xerox® PrimeLink® Copier/Printer

Your competitive edge—in color or black and white.

The PrimeLink family of black and white and color copiers/printers make powerful production allies for all types of environments. From superior image quality and unmatched media flexibility to highly configurable, professional-grade finishing, PrimeLink printers take entry level to the next level.

FOR BLACK AND WHITE PRINTING:
THE XEROX® PRIMELINK® B9100/B9110/B9125/B9136 COPIER/PRINTER

Fast, reliable black and white.
A high-speed, production-ready, advanced black and white print engine—100, 110, 125, or 136 pages per minute.

Offset-like finish.
New EA-Eco LGK toner produces rich blacks, more consistent, smoother shades of gray and better readability with a low-gloss, matte finish.

Full-run perfection.
Simple Image Quality Adjustment (SIQA) technology provides under-the-hood monitoring and toner density adjustments for defect-free output, first print to last.

Precision registration.
Image Registration Control Technology (IReCT) measures and corrects sheet position in real time for ultra-high precision registration of +/- 0.8 mm.

More applications.
Incredible media latitude, production-level speeds, and dozens of inline finishing options to keep more high-volume jobs in house.

FOR COLOR PRINTING:
XEROX® PRIMELINK® C9065/70 COPIER/PRINTER

Fast, accurate color.
PANTONE-accurate, professional Xerox® color at production-level speeds of 65 or 70 pages per minute.

Industry recognized.
SIQA-driven precision and outstanding color quality recognized by IDEAlliance and Fogra.

Certified color.
Features embedded PANTONE® technologies including PANTONE® Goe™ and PANTONE® PLUS for spot-color.

Enhance and embellish.
Even more applications with new Xerox® Adaptive CMYK Plus Technology for production of high-value applications featuring gold, silver, white, and clear embellishments, as well as eye-grabbing fluorescent effects.

Explore a world of vibrant opportunities with Xerox® Adaptive CMYK Plus Technology and the PrimeLink C Series.
- Augment your traditional CMYK offering
- Meet market demands with swap-and-go simplicity
- Affordably add print enhancements to short digital print runs
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Productive, scalable, professional grade—It’s all in the PrimeLink® Family.

Deliver stunning outputs on any job with 2400 x 2400 dpi print resolution and unmatched black and white or color fidelity — even at high speeds.

Automate everyday tasks with workflow options and advanced office capabilities downloaded directly from the Xerox App Gallery.

Enjoy production-ready media latitude, and the ability to print on stocks up to 350 gsm.

Scale to meet your needs today and tomorrow with the Xerox® integrated black and white or color server powered by Fiery.

FINISHING OPTIONS FOR EVERY ENVIRONMENT
All PrimeLink copiers/printers deliver nearly endless best-in-class, easy-to-navigate finishing options ranging from full-bleed trimmed booklets to punch, crease, and fold.

EXTRA-LONG ON APPLICATION FLEXIBILITY
Print on extra-long sheets (XLS) up to 26 in. (660 mm) long, up to 220 gsm, to produce signage, banners, book jackets, calendars, or add the appropriate finishing solutions for easy inline finishing on a production scale.

WALK-UP CONVENIENCE AND SECURITY FEATURES YOU’LL USE EVERY DAY
Office-friendly features like the Integrated Single Pass Automatic Document Feeder/Scanner—capable of black and white or color scanning up to 270 images per minute—make PrimeLink a powerful workgroup printer as well as a production powerhouse.

USABILITY
Seamlessly support modern office and in-plant print shops with the widest breadth of capabilities on the market.

FUTURE PROOF INVESTMENT
Work smarter and faster with automation and app-based workflows for the always connected modern workforce.

SECURITY
Worry less with next-level reliability, consistent image quality, and robust new security features.

REMOTE SERVICES
Save time and maximize production with Automatic Meter Read, Auto Supplies Replenishment, Event-Based Push Data, Rules-Based Self-Help, and more.

Find out more at xerox.com
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